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Spin transfer torques in magneti tunnel juntionsA. Manhon1, N. Ryzhanova1;2, M. Chshiev3, A. Vedyayev1;2, K.-J. Lee4, B. Dieny11SPINTEC, URA 2512 CEA/CNRS,CEA/Grenoble, 38054 Grenoble Cedex 9, Frane2Department of Physis, M. V. LomonosovMosow State University, 119899 Mosow, Russia3MINT Center, University of Alabama,P.O. Box 870209, Tusaloosa, Alabama, USA4Department of Materials Siene and Engineering,Korea University, Seoul 136-713, Korea�(Dated: 26th February 2008)AbstratThis hapter presents a review on spin transfer torque in magneti tunnel juntions. In the �rstpart, we propose an overview of experimental and theoretial studies addressing urrent-induedmagnetization exitations in magneti tunnel juntions. The most signi�ant results are presentedand the main observable harateristis are disussed. A desription of the mehanism of spintransfer in ferromagnets is �nally proposed. In the seond part, a quantum desription of spintransport in magneti tunnel juntions with amorphous barrier is developed. The role of spin-dependent re�etions as well as eletron inidene and spin-�ltering by the barrier are desribed.We show that these mehanisms give rise to spei� properties of spin transfer in tunnel juntions,very di�erent from the ase of metalli spin-valves. In the third part, the theoretial observablefeatures of spin transfer in magneti tunnel juntions are derived and the validity of these results isdisussed and ompared to reent experiments. To onlude this hapter, we study the mehanismof spin transfer in half-metalli tunnel juntions, expeted to mimi MgO-based magneti tunneljuntions.PACS numbers:Keywords: Spin Transfer Torque, Magneti tunnel juntions, Tunnelling Magnetoresistane, Current-indued Magnetization Swithing
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I. INTRODUCTIONThe study of the oupling between an eletrial urrent and loalized spins in transi-tion metals, leading to giant magnetoresistane e�ets1,2, has renewed our knowledge offundamental eletronis and opened wide �elds of researh in this domain. The idea that aspin-polarized urrent may in turn at on the loal magnetization of suh a ferromagnet havebeen proposed in the late 1970's by Berger3, when investigating the interation between adomain wall and an eletrial urrent.However, this torque - usually alled spin transfer torque (STT) - exerted by the spin-polarized urrent on the loal magnetization requires high urrent densities whih an onlybe reahed in sub-mironi devies (nano-pillars, point ontats or nano-wires). The de-velopment of thin �lm deposition tehniques, as well as eletroni lithography in the early1990's led to the fabriation of spin-valve pillars with dimensions as small as 100�100 nm2.Spin-valves, �rst studied by Dieny et al.4 in 1991, onsist of two ferromagneti thin lay-ers (less than 10 nm-thik), separated by a metalli (Cu, Al) or tunnelling (Al2O3, MgO,TaOx) spaer. One of the ferromagnet is pinned by an antiferromagneti system so that itsmagnetization diretion is only weakly a�eted by an external magneti �eld.The theoretial demonstration of spin transfer torque in metalli spin valves (SVs) tenyears ago5,6 gave a new breath to giant magnetoresistane related studies7, promising exit-ing new appliations in non-volatile memories tehnology8 and radio-frequeny osillators9.A number of fundamental studies in metalli spin valves revealed the di�erent proper-ties of spin torque and led to a deep understanding of urrent-indued magnetizationdynamis10,11,12,13,14. Partiularly, several theoretial studies desribed the struture of thetorque in metalli magneti multilayers and showed the important role of averaging due toquantum interferenes, spin di�usion and spin aumulation15,16,17.Sine the �rst experimental evidene of spin-dependent tunnelling18, magneti tunneljuntions (MTJs) have attrated muh attention beause of the possibility to obtain largetunnelling magnetoresistane (TMR) at room temperature19. The possibility to use MTJsas sensing elements in magnetoresistive heads, as non-volatile memory elements or in re-programmable logi gates has also stimulated a lot of tehnologial developments aimingat the optimization of MTJs' transport properties and their implementation in silion-based iruitry8,20. Beause of these appliations, MTJs have been intensively studied andthe role of interfaes21, barrier22, disorder23 and impurities24 have been addressed in manypubliations25. The reent ahievement of urrent-indued magneti exitations and reversalin MTJs26,27 has renewed the already very important interest of the sienti� ommunity inMTJs.The reent observation of spin transfer torque in low RA (resistane area produt) MTJsusing amorphous26,27 or rystalline barriers20,28 opened new questions about the transportmehanism in MTJs with non ollinear magnetization orientations. As a matter of fat,whereas the urrent-perpendiular-to-plane (CPP) transport in SVs is mostly di�usive and4



governed by spin aumulation and relaxation phenomena16,17, spin transport in magnetitunnel juntions is mainly ballisti and governed by the oupling between spin-dependentinterfaial densities of states: all the potential drop ours within the tunnel barrier. Theharateristis of spin transfer torque are thus expeted to be strongly di�erent in MTJsompared to SVs.In this hapter, we propose a desription of spin transfer torque in magneti tunneljuntions, highlighting the di�erenes with metalli spin valves. In setion II, an overviewof the experiments on spin transfer torque is given as well as a desription of the origin ofSTT in arbitrary ferromagneti systems.In setion III, the quantum origin of spin transfer torque in MTJs is desribed usinga simple free-eletron approah. The seletion of the inident eletrons due to the tunnelbarrier is depited and the relaxation of the transverse and longitudinal omponents ofthe spin density (spin aumulation) is disussed. It is shown that these two e�ets mayontribute to a non negligible �eld-like term (also alled out-of-plane omponent), ontraryto SVs where this term is negligible.In setion IV, we present the angular and bias dependenies of the in-plane and out-of-plane omponents of spin transfer torque. The important angular asymmetry usuallyobserved in metalli systems disappears in magneti tunnel juntions due to the reduedin�uene of the longitudinal spin aumulation on the transverse spin urrent. Then, inagreement with di�erent theories and very reent experiments, we show that the bias depen-denies of the two omponents of STT exhibit non linear variations due to the spei� nonlinear transport through the tunnel barrier. We also disuss the existene of other soureswhih an strongly a�et this bias dependene, suh as the existene of interfaial asymme-try, inomplete absorption of the transverse omponent of spin urrent or, most important,emission of spin waves due to hot eletrons.Finally in setion V, we present the in�uene of inreasing s-d exhange oupling on spintorque and espeially disuss the ase of half metalli tunnel juntions, whih might mimiMgO-based MTJs. In half metalli eletrodes, the spin transfer exponentially deays nearthe interfae still giving rise to a non zero torque on the loal magnetization.II. OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENTS AND MODELSThe observation of spin transfer torque in magneti tunnel juntions is only very reent(2004) due to the di�ulty to obtain high-quality low RA MTJs. As a matter of fat,as we stressed out in the introdution, observing the magneti in�uene of spin transfertorque requires the injetion of high urrent densities in the MTJs, of the order of 107A/m2while onserving a high urrent polarization. Reduing the thikness of the tunnel barriergenerally leads to both the redution of TMR, as well as the appearane of pinholes29(metalli ondution hannel within the tunnelling barrier). The disovery of spin-�ltering5



e�et through MgO rystalline barrier30,31 allowed to obtain low resistane magneti tunneljuntions together with high urrent polarization, thus ful�lling the requirements for theobservation of STT in MTJs. Diao et al.32 and Huai et al.33 have ompared the urrent-indued magnetization reversal in MgO-based and AlOx-based MTJ and showed that thee�etive polarization p of the interfaial densities of states is signi�antly higher in MgO-MTJ (p �46%) than in AlOx-MTJ (p �22%), due to spin-�ltering e�ets in rystallineMgO barrier. Even if the existene of suh interfaial polarization is questionable34,35, thisestimation illustrates the signi�ant improvement ahieved with MgO-based MTJs.A. Current-indued magnetization swithing1. General propertiesAs we stated in the introdution, a magneti tunnel juntion is a tunnelling spin valve,as displayed in Fig. 1, omposed of two ferromagneti eletrodes (CoFe, CoFeB) separatedby a tunnelling barrier. One ferromagneti layer (referene layer) is antiferromagnetiallyoupled (usually through a thin Ru layer) to a so-alled "pinned layer". This pinned layeris magnetially oupled to an antiferromagnet (IrMn, FeMn). This tehnique, known assyntheti antiferromagnet36, strongly stabilizes the referene layer while reduing the dipolar�eld emitted on the free layer. The free layer magnetization may then be oriented by anexternal �eld, while keeping the magnetization of the referene layer in a �xed diretion.
Figure 1: Shematis of a magneti tunnel juntion. The bias voltage is de�ned positively whenthe eletrons �ow from the referene layer toward the free layer.The �rst observation of urrent-induedmagnetization swithing in magneti tunnel jun-tions has been performed by Huai et al.26 and Fuhs et al.27 in AlOx-based low RA MTJ(RA<10
:�m2), in nano-pillar with ellipti shape (120�230 nm2 in Ref.26).6



The in�uene of spin transfer torque in magneti tunnel juntions is observed by mea-suring resistane loops as a funtion of the external applied �eld H and the applied biasvoltage V , as displayed in Fig. 2. In this �gure, we measured the resistane of a MgO-basedMTJ, omposed of CoFeB ferromagneti eletrodes. The resistane loop as a funtion of theexternal �eld H for a �xed applied bias voltage is given in Fig. 2(a), while the resistaneloop as a funtion of the bias voltage V for a �xed external �eld is given in Fig. 2(b).
Figure 2: Resistane of a CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB MTJs versus (a) the external �eld (V=10 mV) and(b) the applied bias voltage (H=45 Oe). () Tunnelling magnetoresistane as a funtion of the biasvoltage (H=45 Oe). TMR= 83:7% and A = 50� 100nm2.One observes sharp resistane jumps in Fig. 2(b) for positive and negative bias whihorrespond to the swithing of the free layer magnetization from antiparallel to parallel andvie-versa, respetively. In this juntion, the ritial urrent needed to swith the free layermagnetization is 5�106A/m2. The drop of resistane as a funtion of the bias voltage isassoiated with a drop of TMR (see Fig. 2()). This drop has been attributed to spin-wavesemissions by hot eletrons37 as well as to the energy-dependene of the density of states atthe juntion interfaes. Note that this drop does not exist in metalli spin valves sine onlyFermi eletrons signi�antly ontribute to the eletrial urrent in metals.Sine these �rst observations, many e�orts have been arried out in order to obtain lowritial urrent magnetization swithing in MTJs. Dieny et al.38, Fuhs et al.39 and Huaiet al.40 proposed dual type MTJs, in order to redue the ritial swithing urrent. Thesestrutures are of the type39 CoFe1/AlOx/CoFeFree/Cu/CoFe2, where CoFe1 and CoFe2 areantiparallel and the Cu/CoFe2 interfae is used to re�et the minority eletrons towardsCoFeFree in order to enhane the spin transfer torque in this layer. With this sheme,ritial urrent were divided by a fator 3.Another method has been proposed by Inokuhi et al.41. By inserting a non magnetilayer made of Zr, Hf, Rh, Ag, Au or V on the top of the free layer, it is possible to redue theritial urrent by one order of magnitude and to reah ritial urrent densities of 5�1057



A.m�2.2. STT versus TMRAn interesting point has been underlined by Fuhs et al.27 in their pioneering experiment,when observing urrent-indued magnetization swithing at 77 K. As displayed on Fig. 3,the magnetization of the free layer ould be swithed from antiparallel (blak line) to parallel(red line) by applying an external urrent. The most interesting is that the magnetizationswithing ourred at a bias voltage at whih the TMR was roughly zero, as shown by thearrows on Fig. 3.
Figure 3: Current-indued magnetization swithing in AlOx-based MTJ, measured at 77 K. Thisswithing is assoiated with a omplete quenhing of the TMR. From Ref.27.This experiment demonstrates that the TMR derease does not prevent the spin transfer.As a matter of fat, whereas the polarization of the olleting eletrode dereases wheninreasing the bias voltage (due to energy-dependene of the interfaial density of states aswell as magnon emission), the polarization of the inident eletrons is only weakly a�eted.Consequently, a urrent-indued magnetization swithing may our although the overallTMR is zero. In fat, Levy and Fert42 have shown that the ontribution of hot eletrons-indued spin-wave emission may play an important role in suh systems.B. Current-indued magnetization exitationsCurrent-indued magnetization exitations are of great interest for appliations, in par-tiular ontrolling the noise spetrum of read-head devies or generating hyper-frequenies.8



However, the generation of magneti exitations by a polarized urrent in MTJs is ratherdi�ult beause of the voltage limitation of the tunnel barrier whih undergo eletrialbreakdown when submitted to bias voltage of typially 1 V.A �rst study of the "spin-diode e�et" was published by Tulapurkar et al.43, in 2005.The authors showed that the injetion of a small radio-frequeny a-urrent into a MgO-based MTJ an generate a d-voltage aross the devie. This d-voltage appears whenthe frequeny of the a-urrent is lose to the natural frequeny of FMR exitations. Thisresonane an be tuned by an external magneti �eld. By this way, Tulapurkar et al. werethe �rst to observe a non negligible "e�etive �eld" term, bj, whih was found to be linearas a funtion of the bias voltage. Reent developments of this tehnique were ahieved byKubota et al.44. They will be desribed in setion IV.Another tehnique was proposed by Sankey et al.45,46. By studying the in�uene of spintransfer torque on the ferromagneti resonane of the free layer, the authors were able todetermine the bias dependene of the spin transfer torque. These results will be desribedin setion IV.
Figure 4: Thermally ativated FMR spetra of AlOx-based MTJ, as a funtion of the injetedurrent in parallel and antiparallel state. From Ref.49.The in�uene of spin torque on thermally ativated ferromagneti resonane was alsostudied47,48. Petit et al.49 have demonstrated the in�uene of spin transfer torque on thermalnoise in MTJs. Fig. 4 displays the thermally ativated FMR spetra of a AlOx-based MTJas a funtion of the injeted urrent. In parallel on�guration, the amplitude of the FMRpeak inreases as a funtion of positive urrent and dereases when the injeted urrent isnegative (and inversely in antiparallel on�guration). One again, the authors demonstratedthe strong in�uene of the bj term on the magnetization dynamis.9



C. Origin of spin transfer torqueAfter this short overview on previous relevant experiments, let us desribe the physialorigin of spin transfer torque. To do so, we will proeed in two steps: �rstly, a phenomeno-logial desription of spin transfer will be presented, using a simple oneptual sheme;seondly, the expression of spin transfer torque in an arbitrary ferromagnet will derivedfrom quantum mehanial onsideration, justifying the phenomenologial approah.1. Phenomenologial desriptionThe priniple of spin transfer between two ferromagneti layers is skethed on Fig. 5.Let us onsider an eletrial urrent, spin-polarized along the P diretion (the eletrialurrent may be polarized by a previous ferromagneti layer for example). This spin-polarizedurrent impinges on a N/F interfae, where N is a normal metal (or a tunnel barrier)and F is a ferromagneti metal whose magnetization M forms an angle � with P, so thatP:M = os � (� 6= 0). Johnson et al.50 and Van Son et al.51 showed that an out-of-equilibriummagnetization (also alled spin aumulation in di�usive systems, or spin density in ballistisystems) appears at this interfae, due to the di�erent spin-sattering rates in the N andF layers. In our system, sine the impinging urrent is not polarized following M, therising out-of-equilibrium magnetization m possesses three omponents. It an then exerta torque on the loal magnetization M of the form T = �Jsd=�BM �m. Beause of thefast angular preession of the eletrons spin around M and due to the relaxation of the spinaumulation m in the ferromagnet F, the transverse omponent of the spin aumulationis quikly absorbed lose to the N/F interfae, on a length sale �J , usually smaller than 1nm in metalli spin-valves15,52.Another way to understand spin transfer torque is to onsider that the eletrial urrentpossesses an initial polarization, desribed by the spin urrent Jsin. One part of this im-pinging urrent is re�eted by the N/F interfae, giving rise to a re�eted (bakward) spinurrent Jsref . In the adiabati regime (the eletron spin preession is fast ompared to the lo-al magnetization dynamis), after a length �J , itinerant eletrons are aligned along the loalmagnetizationM and the transmitted spin urrent is then Jstrans 6= Jsin. The re�eted spinurrent Jsref being generally small, the net balane of angular moment yields the transverseomponent of the inident spin urrent: Jsin � Jstrans � Jsref = Jsin? (note that transversemeans transverse to M). Thus, the impinging eletrons lose the transverse omponent oftheir magneti moment whih is transmitted to the loalized eletrons, responsible for theloal magnetizationM. This spin transfer is translated in a torque of the form:T = �rJs.Stiles et al.15 have desribed the origin of spin transfer torque at a N/F interfae, whereN is a metal. The authors proposed three mehanisms giving rise to spin transfer in ballistisystems. First, the spin dependene of the interfaial re�etion and transmission oe�ients10



Figure 5: Shematis of spin transfer between two magneti layers. The polarized eletrons �owingfrom left to right are quikly reoriented (on a length �J) when arriving in the right layer. Thebalane between inward and outward urrents is transfer to the loal magnetization.indues a disontinuity of the spin urrent so that one part of the transverse omponent ofspin urrent is absorbed at the interfae. This disontinuity gives rise to a torque in theplane (P,M) whih tends to align P andM. Seondly, the spin preession around the loalmagnetization M, after averaging over the whole Fermi surfae, gives rise to the ompleteabsorption of the transverse spin urrent on a length sale of the order of �J = 1 nm. Finally,after re�etion by the interfae, the eletron spin forms an angle with both P and M. Thisspin rotation yields the appearane of another omponent of the spin torque, perpendiularto the plane (P, M) and alled out-of-plane torque.Thus, these three ontributions give rise to a torque exerted by the spin aumulation onthe loal magnetization, written as:T = ajM� (M�P) + bjM�P (1)where aj and bj are the in-plane and out-of-plane torque amplitudes. Note that in the�rst theories of spin transfer torque by Slonzewski5,53,54 and Berger6,55, the authors onlyderived aj beause they onsidered that the eletron spin remains in the (P, M) plane, asorroborated by ab�initio alulations15. These theories apply to metalli spin valves where,due to the small length �J , spin transfer is assumed to take plae very lose to the interfae56.However, Edwards et al.57 have derived a sizable out-of-plane torque in metalli spin-valvesusing non equilibrium Green's funtions and interestingly, Zhang et al.58 have demonstratedthat taking into aount the spin preession in the transport model signi�antly enhanes thebj term. In magneti tunnel juntions, both aj and bj term arise from di�erent mehanismsthat will be desribed in setion III. 11



Injeting the spin transfer torque T in the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation, oneobtains the modi�ed LLG equation, desribing the magnetization dynamis of the free layer,submitted to both an external �eld and a spin-polarized eletrial urrent:�M�t = �M� (He� + bjP) + �M � �M�t � ajM� (M�P) (2)where  is the gyromagneti ratio, � is the Gilbert damping and He� is the e�etive �eld,inluding the anisotropy �eld, the demagnetizing �eld and the external applied �eld. FromEq. 2, the out-of-plane torque ats as an e�etive �eld while the in-plane torque ats asan e�etive (anti-)damping. As a funtion of its sign, aj may exite or damp magnetiexitations in the magnetization M, whereas bj only a�ets the energy surfae of the fer-romagneti layer. Di�erent magneti behavior may be observed: magnetization swithingfrom a stable state to another, stabilization of magneti states at low energy minima, ormagneti exitations (oherent and inoherent preessions).2. Spin transfer in an arbitrary ferromagnetAll along this setion, we onsider the s-d model in whih two populations of eletronsoexist: itinerant eletrons (sp-type or itinerant d-type eletrons) and loalized eletrons (d-type mainly). The loalized eletrons give rise to the loal magnetization of the ferromagnet.We also assume that the d loal moments remain stationary. This model applies to theeletroni struture of ferromagneti eletrodes whose ompositions lie on the negative slopeside of the Slater-Néel-Pauling urve59 (Ni, Co, NiFe, CoFe).a. Itinerant eletrons dynamis The motion of itinerant eletrons in the ferromagnetimaterials are represented by the non-relativisti single eletron Hamiltonian inluding s� doupling: H = p22m + U(r)� Jsd(�:Sd) (3)where the �rst and seond terms are the kineti and potential energies, while the third termis the s� d exhange energy, Sd being the unit vetor of the loal magnetization due to theloalized eletrons and Jsd the s-d exhange onstant. Let us de�ne the loal spin densitym(r; t) and the loal spin urrent density of itinerant eletrons Js asm(r; t) = 	�(r; t)~2�	(r; t) (4)Js = � ~22mImf	�(r; t)�rr	(r; t)g (5)and the temporal derivative of the spin density is:ddtm(r; t) = ~2f ddt	��	+	�� ddt	g (6)12



where 	 = �	";	#� is an arbitrary 2-dimension Hartree-Fok wave funtion. The twodimensions refer to up (") and down (#) spin projetion of the Hartree-Fok wave funtion.From the time-dependent Shrodinger equation i~d	=dt = H	, we obtain the spin den-sity ontinuity equation: dmdt = �rJs + 2Jsd~ Sd �m (7)To orretly desribe the ferromagneti system under onsideration, one should add theinterations between eletrons and lattie, for example. In di�usive regime, one an introduea spin relaxation term whih depends on the spin density60 �(m) = m�sf :dmdt = �rJs + 2Jsd~ Sd �m� m�sf (8)Eqs. 7 and 8 are of great importane to understand the role of spin transport in STT.One an see that the temporal variation of the spin density (or spin aumulation) arisesfrom the ontribution of three soures: the spatial variation of spin urrent density, thetorque exerted by the bakground magnetization and a sattering soure whih ats as aspin sink.b. Loalized eletrons dynamis The Hamiltonian of a single loalized spin submittedto a time dependent external �eld and to an external urrent �ow is:H = �g�B~ Sd:B � 2Jsd~ Sd:m = �g�B~ Sd:Beff (9)where g is the Lande fator, �B is the Bohr magnetron, Sd is the loalized spin, B is theexternal magneti �eld, m is the out-of-equilibrium spin density of the itinerant eletronsand Beff is the e�etive �eld due to the ombination between the external �eld and theitinerant eletron spin density. Applying Ehrenfest theorem61 leads tod < S >dt = �g�B~ < S > �Beff (10)where <> denotes averaging over all the loalized states, < S >= Sd. We an rewrite thisequation as: dSddt = �g�B~ Sd �B � 2Jsd~ Sd �m (11)The �rst term inludes all the interations with magneti �elds, like external �eld, magne-torystalline anisotropy. The seond term arises from the presene of itinerant eletrons.In order to take into aount the damping of the loalized spin, one has to onsider amore omplete Hamiltonian that inludes many body interations whih leads to the usualLandau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation:dSddt = �g�B~ Sd �B � 2Jsd~ Sd �m+ �Sd � dSddt (12)where � is the phenomenologial Gilbert damping oe�ient.13



. Modi�ed LLG dynami equation Averaging Eq. 12 over all the eletrons of thestruture and setting g = 2, and  = 2�B=~, we obtain the modi�ed LLG equation:dMdt = �M�Heff �  Jsd�BM �m+ �M � dMdt (13)HereM is the loal magnetization,m is the out-of-equilibrium spin aumulation or spindensity of itinerant eletrons, andHeff = HKMxMs ex + 2AexM2s r2m� 4�Mzez +Hextex (14)where HK is the anisotropy �eld, Aex is the exhange onstant, and 4�Mz is the demagneti-zation �eld. The term proportional to Jsd is a torque exerted by the spin aumulationm onthe loal magnetization M, similar to the one given in Eq. 8. It is interesting to note thatonly the transverse spin aumulationm has an in�uene on the bakground magnetizationstate in the form of a torque T along two axes:T = �Jsd�BM�m = �Jsd�B [mxM� P �myM� (M� P )℄ (15)where P is the unit vetor parallel to the magnetization of the pinned layer andM is the unitvetor parallel to the magnetization of the free layer. The �rst term in the right-hand-sideof Eq. 15 is alled the �eld-like term (or out-of-plane torque, or urrent-indued interlayerexhange oupling) and the seond term is the usual Slonzewski term (or in-plane torque).The time sale of itinerant spins dynamis is two orders of magnitude shorter than thetime sale of the bakground magnetization dynamis. So one an onsider, in a �rst ap-proximation, that the itinerant spins an be desribed by the steady state equation (see Eqs.7 and 8): �rJs(r; t) = 2Jsd~ m�M (ballisti system) (16)�rJs(r; t) = 2Jsd~ m�M+ mlsf (di�usive system) (17)Eqs. 16-17 imply that the spatial transfer of spin density per unit of time from the itinerant s-eletrons to the loalized d-eletrons (left-hand side terms) is equivalent to a torque exertedby the transverse spin aumulation on the loal magnetization (right-hand side terms),modulated by the relaxation of the spin aumulation in di�usive regime.D. Theories of spin transfer in magneti tunnel juntionsSlonzewski �rst proposed a free eletron model of spin transport in a MTJ with anamorphous barrier53, deriving TMR, in-plane spin transfer torque and zero bias interlayer14



exhange oupling (IEC). This �rst model only onsidered eletrons at Fermi energy, ne-gleting all non-linear tunnel behaviors (onsequently, the out-of-plane torque was found tobe zero). In a two band model, the torque was written as:T = e�3(�4 � k2"k2#)(k2" � k2#)2�2d(�2 + k2")2(�2 + k2#)2 e�2�dVM � (M� P ) (18)where � is the barrier wave vetor, k";# are the Fermi wave vetors for majority and minorityspins, d is the barrier thikness and V , the bias voltage aross the juntion. Note that thismodel is restrited to retangular barrier, so very low bias voltage. More reently, ombiningBardeen Transfer Matrix formalism (BTM) and his previous results on the relation betweentorques and spin urrents54, the author proposed a more general formula for in-plane torquein magneti tunnel juntions35,62:T = ~4 [�++ + �+� � ��� � ��+℄m� (m� P ) (19)���0 = 2�eV~ Xp;q 2p;�;q;�0 (20)p;�;q;�0 = �~22m Z dydz( p;��x�q;�0 � �q;�0�x p;�) (21)where  and � are the orbital wave funtions for right and left interfae. This relation standsfor eletrons whose energy is lose to the Fermi energy. The author underlined interestinglythat Eq. 19 may be simpli�ed if the integrals ���0 an be separated in the form:���0 / DL;�DR;�0 (22)where DL(R);� is the density of states at the left (right) interfae, for spin projetion �. Inthis ase, it is straightforward to see that the torque exerted on the right layer is reduedto: TR = ~4PLM� (M� P ) (23)where PL is the interfaial polarization of the density of states, as de�ned by Julliere18.This leads to a bias asymmetry of the spin transfer torque, sine the polarization PL is biasdependent for only one diretion of the applied voltage. The ondition of this separabilityhas been disussed by Slonzewski35, Belashenko et al.63 and Mathon et al.64. These authorshave suggested that the phase deoherenes, indued by disorder in realisti juntions, ouldredue the polarization fators to a produt between the interfaial densities of states. Itseems that this assumption is valid in magneti tunnel juntions with not so thin barriers,espeially in amorphous AlOx-based MTJs.Theodonis et al.65,66 reently presented a tight-binding model (TB) of MTJs, taking intoaount more realisti band strutures than the usual free eletron model. These studiesshowed that the in-plane torque should present an important bias asymmetry while the15



out-of-plane torque should be of the same order of magnitude with a quadrati dependeneon the bias voltage. This is in agreement with reent studies of Wilzynski et al.67 andManhon et al.68, based on free eletron model, as disussed in this hapter.The role of magnons have been addressed by Levy et al.42 and by Li et al.69. It wasshown that magnons emission may strongly in�uene the bias dependene of spin transfertorque ontributing to modify the absorption length �J . This mehanism will be disussedin setion IV.Finally, note that all these theories assume amorphous barriers and a plane wave de-sription of the transport, although most of the experiments are arried out on rystallineMgO-based MTJs. A reent publiation from Heiliger et al.70 addresses the harateristisof spin transfer torque in Fe/MgO/Fe rystalline juntions. The dominant ontribution of�1 symmetry strongly in�uenes spin torque feature.III. QUANTUM ORIGIN OF SPIN TORQUE IN MAGNETIC TUNNEL JUNC-TIONSWe will now desribe the spin transport in magneti tunnel juntions. Although most ofthe experiments are nowadays performed in rystalline MgO-based MTJ, one an get a �rstinsight of TMR and spin torque by simply onsidering a free eletron model of magnetitunnel juntions.We �rst introdue the free-eletron model, and then depit the spin transport in a MTJwith non-ollinear magnetization diretions. Afterward, we will desribe the role of thebarrier on the spin transfer torque. Finally, the origin of the torques and oupling betweenthe two ferromagneti layers will be explained.A. Free eletron modelThe basis of our alulation is depited in the top panel of Fig. 6. The out-of-equilibriummagneti tunnel juntion is modeled by a "ondutor" (in the sense that the tunnel barrier isnot in�nite) linking two magneti reservoirs (FL and FR) with non ollinear magnetizationsand with di�erent hemial potentials �L and �R72 (�L > �R). A bias voltage V = (�L ��R)=e is applied aross this "ondutor". One has to onsider all eletrons with majorityspins (solid arrows) and minority spins (dotted arrows), originated from left (rightwardarrows) and right eletrodes (leftward arrows). In low bias limit (�L � �R), the hargetransport an be approximately determined by the eletrons originated only from the lefteletrode with an energy between EF and EF � eV .In our ase (middle panel of Fig. 6), the magneti tunnel juntion is omposed of twoferromagneti layers, FL and FR (made of the same material, for simpliity), respetivelyonneted to the left and right reservoirs and separated by an amorphous tunnel barrier.16



Figure 6: Shematis of the magneti tunnel juntion with non ollinear magnetization orientations.Top panel: spin-dependent out-of-equilibrium transport in a ondutor linking two reservoirs FL andFR (whose eletrohemial potentials are respetively �L and �R) with non ollinear magnetizationorientations. The solid arrows represent the majority spins and the dotted arrows represent theminority spins. Middle panel: MTJ with non ollinear magnetization orientations. Bottom panel:Corresponding energy pro�le of the MTJ. In free-eletron approximation, the loal density of statesare paraboli for majority (solid line) and minority (dotted line) eletrons with a splitting betweenthe two spin sub-bands equals to the exhange interation Jsd.The x-axis is perpendiular to the plane of the layers and the magnetization of FL is orientedfollowing z: ML =MLz. The magnetizationMR of FR is in the (x,z) plane and tilted fromML by an angle �. In this on�guration, the spin density in the ferromagneti layer possessesthree omponents : m = (mx;my;mz). In FL (we obtain the same results onsidering FR),the transverse omponents are mx =< �x > and my =< �y >, where �i are the Pauli spinmatries and <> denotes averaging over orbital states and spin states, i.e. averaging overeletrons energy E, transverse momentum � and spin states. The transverse spin density inthe left layer is then given by < �+ >=< �x + i�y > :mx + imy =< �+ >= 2 < 	�"	# > (24)In other words, the in-plane torque is given by the imaginary part of < �+ >, while theout-of-plane torque is given by its real part. One an understand the produt < 	�"	# > asa orrelation funtion between the two projetions of the spin of the impinging eletrons. Inballisti regime, the spin of an eletron impinging on a ferromagnet with a spin polarizationtilted from the bakground magnetization preesses around this magnetization15,66. Loally,its two projetions " and # following the quantization axis (de�ned by the bakground mag-17



netization) are then non-zero. As a result, the eletron ontributes loally to the transversespin density mx and my. If the eletron spin is fully polarized parallel or antiparallel to thismagnetization, no preession ours and its ontribution to the transverse spin density iszero.We remind that we de�ned majority (minority) states as the spin projetion parallel(antiparallel) to the magnetization of the left eletrode. Therefore, < 	�"	# > is thefration of eletrons whose spin is following x (real part) and y (imaginary part) in spinspae.In Keldysh out-of-equilibrium formalism72,73, the ondutivity is alulated onsideringthe ontribution of the eletrons originating from the left reservoir and from the right reser-voir (top panel of Fig. 6). The out-of-equilibrium Green funtion G(r; t; r0; t0) (or KeldyshGreen funtion) is de�ned as a superposition of these two ontributions:G (r; t; r0; t0) = fL	L (r; t)	�L (r0; t0) + fR	R (r; t)	�R (r0; t0) (25)where 	L(R) (r; t) are the eletron wave funtions originating from the left (right) reservoirat the loation r and time t and fL(R) are the Fermi distribution funtions in the left andright reservoirs.Thus, the Shrodinger equation of the magneti tunnel juntion is:H	 = � p22m + U � Jsd (�:Sd)� 	"	#! = E 	"	#! (26)where � the vetor in Pauli matries spae : � = (�x; �y; �z)T , E is the eletron energy, Uis the spin-independent potential along the juntion:Jsd (�:Sd) = Jsd�z and U = EF for x < x1Jsd (�:Sd) = 0 and U(x) = U0 � x� x1x2 � x1 eV for x1 < x < x2Jsd (�:Sd) = Jsd (�z os � + �x sin �) and U = EF � eV for x > x2We onsider that the potential drop ours essentially within the barrier and we assumethe bias voltage is low ompared to the barrier height (V << U=e). This allows to useWKB approximation to determine the wave funtions inside the barrier. Furthermore, thefree eletron approximation implies paraboli dispersion laws whih also restrits our studyto low bias voltage.In the 2-dimensional Hartree-Fok representation, spin-dependent urrent and spin den-sity are de�ned using the out-of-equilibrium lesser Keldysh Green funtion:G�+��0 (r; r0) = Z d��fL h	�0(")�L (r0)	�(")L (r) + 	�0(#)�L (r0)	�(#)L (r)i+fR h	�0(")�R (r0) 	�(")R (r) + 	�0(#)�R (r0) 	�(#)R (r)i� (27)18



where fL = f0(�), fR = f0(� + eV ), and f0(�) is the Fermi distribution at 0 K. In-plane(ajM � (M � P )) and out-of-plane torques (bjM � P ) an now be determined from Eq.24, whereas spin-dependent eletrial urrent densities are alulated from the usual loalde�nition: bj + iaj = Jsd�B < �+ >= 2Jsd�B a30(2�)2 Z Z G�+"# (x; x; �)�d�d� (28)mz = Jsd�B a30(2�)2 Z Z �G�+"" (x; x; �)�G�+## (x; x; �)��d�d� (29)J"(#) = ~e4�me Z Z � ��x � ��x0�G�+""(##)(x; x0; �)jx=x0�d�d� (30)J = J" + J# (31)G�+"" (x; x; �) and G�+## (x; x; �) are the energy-resolved loal density-of-states (LDOS) for up-and down-spins respetively, whereas R G�+"" (x; x; �)d� and R G�+## (x; x; �)d� give the densityof up- and down-eletrons at loation x along the struture.To illustrate the above alulation, we use material parameters adapted to the ase ofCo/Al2O3/Co struture: the Fermi wave vetors for majority and minority spins are respe-tively k"F = 1:1 Å�1, k#F = 0:6 Å�1, the barrier height is U � EF = 1:6 eV, the e�etiveeletron mass within the insulator is meff=0.474 and the barrier thikness is d=0.6 nm.These parameters have been hoosen to �t the experimental I-V harateristis of the mag-neti tunnel juntions studied in Ref.49. In all this setion, the magnetizations form an angleof �=90Æ. We will justify this hoie in the following.B. Spin transport in a MTJAlthough spin-dependent tunnelling is a well known proess, the desription we give hereis of great importane to understand the spei� harateristis of spin transfer torques intunnelling transport. In this part, we will onsider the linear approximation in whih the biasvoltage Vb is low enough so that the urrent is due to Fermi eletrons injeted from the lefteletrode. When the eletrodes magnetizations are non ollinear, the eletrons are no moredesribed as pure spin states, but as a mixing between majority and minority states. Forexample, let us onsider one eletron from the left reservoir, initially in majority spin state,impinging on the right eletrode (see Fig. 7 - step 1). The �rst re�etion (step 2) at the FL=Iinterfae do not introdue any mixing sine the insulator is non magneti. However, when(the transmitted part of) this eletron is re�eted or transmitted by the seond interfae I=FR(step 3), the resulting state in the right eletrode is a mixing between majority and minoritystates sine the quantization axis in the right eletrode is di�erent from the quantizationaxis in the left eletrode. Then, the transmitted spin is reoriented and preesses (step 4)around the magnetization of the right eletrode. Furthermore, the re�eted eletron (step5) is also in a mixed spin state and preesses around the left eletrode magnetization. In19



Figure 7: Shematis of the priniple of spin transport in a magneti trilayer with non ollineareletrodes magnetizations. Step 1: the eletron spin is polarized along the magnetization of theleft eletrode. Step 2: After the �rst re�etion/transmission by FL=I interfae the re�eted andtransmitted parts remain in a pure spin state. Step 3: The re�etion/transmission by the seondinterfae I=FR reorients the eletron spin. Step 4 and 5: The transmitted and re�eted spins preessaround the loal magnetization.other words, after transport through the barrier, the eletron spin is re�eted/transmittedwith an angle. This reorientation gives rise to spin transfer torque.Note that there is no reason why the eletron spin should remain in the plane of theeletrodes magnetization. We will see that after the reorientation, the eletron spin possessesthree omponents in spin spae (and so two transverse omponents).C. Inidene seletion in an amorphous barrier1. �-seletion due to tunnellingIt is well know that in non magneti tunnel juntions, the transmission of an imping-ing eletrons dependent on its inident diretion. As a matter of fat, the e�etive barrierthikness involved in the tunnelling proess is larger for grazing inidene than for nor-mal inidene. The transmission oe�ient dereases exponentially with the in-plane wavevetor �, so that only eletrons whose wave vetor is lose to the perpendiular inidenesigni�antly ontribute to the tunnelling transport.Furthermore, in magneti tunnel juntions, the transmission oe�ients also depend onthe spin projetion of the eletrons, as well as on the magneti on�guration of the ferromag-neti eletrodes. This "�-seletion" is illustrated in Fig. 8(a). As disussed previously, whenthe eletrodes magnetization are non-ollinear, the spin of an impinging eletron, originallyin a pure spin state, is reoriented after re�etion so that the re�eted state is in a mixed spinstate. In our ase, only the re�etion oe�ients of the onserved spin part are reported in20



Figure 8: (a) Re�etivity of initially majority (solid line) and minority (dotted line) eletrons as afuntion of the in-plane wave vetor; (b) re�etion angles � (solid line) and � (dotted line) of aninitially majority as a funtion of �. The applied bias voltage is Vb = 0:1 V and �=90Æ. Insert:de�nition of the re�etions angles.Fig. 8(a).Note that only a very small part of the injeted polarized wave is �ipped during the tun-nelling proess. However, this does not mean that spin transfer torque is small in MTJs, sineonly oherent mixed states ontribute to the transverse spin density, whih is responsible ofthe spin transfer torque.2. Spin seletion due to ferromagnetsFollowing the previous disussion about spin reorientation (see Fig. 7), it is possibleto dedue the angles at whih the eletron spin is re�eted by the barrier. We de�ne theazimuthal angle � and the polar angle � as indiated in the insert of Fig. 8(a).Fig. 8(b) displays these angles as a funtion of the in-plane wave vetor �. The azimuthalangle � varies between -64Æ to +77Æ while the polar angle � remains very small (less than 0.2Æ,whih means that the eletron spin stays very lose to the quantization axis, as disussedabove). At � = 0:6 Å�1 (orresponding to k#F ), � = 0 whih indiates that the e�etive spindensity lies in the plane of the magnetizations (ML;MR). Finally, the polar angle does notvary with the distane, whih means that the re�eted eletron spin preesses around Ozwith a small angle �. A "bulk" spin transfer results from the interferenes of all the re�eted21



Figure 9: Re�etion angles as a funtion of the s-d exhange onstant, for a Fermi eletron initiallyin majority spin state. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 8.eletrons.The strong dependene of � as a funtion of the in-plane wave vetor �, ombined with the�-seletion lose to the normal inidene (see Fig. 8(a)), implies that the e�etive spin of thetransmitted eletrons possesses an important out-of-plane omponent. In other words, thee�et of the spin-dependent tunnelling is to strongly enhane the out-of-plane omponentof the spin torque, ompared to metalli spin valves. As a matter of fat, in metalli spin-valves, the whole Fermi surfae ontributes to the spin transport so that the e�etive angle� is very small15 and orrelatively the out-of-plane torque is negligible.Fig. 9 shows the dependene of the angles as a funtion of the s-d exhange onstantJsd for perpendiular inidene � = 0. Quite intuitively, the preession angle � inreaseswith Jsd whereas the initial azimuthal angle � dereases in absolute value with Jsd. Thespin-�ltering e�et (the seletion between majority and minority spin during the re�etionproess) inreases with Jsd so that the re�eted spin diretion gets loser to the plane of themagnetizations.D. Spin �ltering in rystalline struturesBesides the two fundamental tunnelling seletion mehanisms disussed above, an ad-ditional spin �ltering mehanism was proposed by Butler et al.30,31 whih takes advantagefrom the eletroni struture of both eletrode and insulator rystalline materials ompris-ing MTJ. It is based on the fat that only eletrons of ertain wave funtion symmetriesan easily propagate through the barrier. For instane, in Fe(001) only the majority spinhannel has eletroni states with �1 symmetry at the Fermi level whih in it turn inludes22



s-like harater in it. On another hand, the same �1 band in MgO(001) forms an evanesentstate in the MgO gap with the smallest deay rate30,31. As a result, Fe|MgO|Fe(001) tunneljuntion has a very large ondutane in parallel state due to fairly transparent �1 majorityhannel at kjj = 0. Antiparallel magnetizations on�guration, on a ontrary, is low ondu-tive sine the �1 symmetry states does not exist in the minority band struture around theFermi level30,31.Spin transfer torque is nowadays usually observed in MgO-based rystalline juntions,whereas only few theoretial work has been done on spin transfer in rystalline strutures.The �rst theoretial studies of Heiliger et al.70 on MgO-based MTJs indiate a dominateontribution of the �1 symmetry on spin transport whih may a�et the observable hara-teristis of STT, as disussed in setion IV.E. Torques and ouplingThe mehanisms we previously desribed are at the origin of spin-dependent plane wavesin the MTJ. The interferenes between these waves give rise to an out-of-equilibrium mag-netization m whih ouples the ferromagneti eletrodes.In the linear regime under onsideration, the three omponents of spin density in the lefteletrode an be desribed as follows:m"xL + im"yL = A(V ) sin ��ei(k1+k2)(x�x1) � r"1e�i(k1�k2)(x�x1)� (32)m#xL + im#yL = A�(V ) sin � �e�i(k1+k2)(x�x1) � r#�1 e�i(k1�k2)(x�x1)� (33)m"zL = B"(V )� 1k1 �r�"1 e2ik1(x�x1) + r"1e�2ik1(x�x1)� (34)m#zL = B#(V ) + 1k2 �r�#1 e2ik2(x�x1) + r#1e�2ik2(x�x1)� (35)where A(V ), B";#(V ) and r";#1 are oe�ients depending on the juntion parameters and onthe bias voltage17 and k1;2 are the wave vetors of majority and minority spin, respetively.Considering m"(#)+L in Eqs. 32-35, two omponents an be distinguished : the �rst oneis proportional to e�i(k1+k2)(x�x1), and due to the interferene between the inident wavewith majority (resp. minority) spin and the re�eted wave with minority (resp. majority)spin; the seond one is proportional to e�i(k1�k2)(x�x1) and due to the interferene betweenthe re�eted waves with majority and minority spins. We note that the �rst omponentsof m"+L and m#+L are omplex onjugated so that their sum is real. Then, the interferenebetween the inident wave with majority spin and the re�eted wave with minority spindoes not ontribute to in-plane torque but only to out-of-plane torque. In-plane torque isthen generated by the oherent interferenes between re�eted eletrons with opposite spinprojetion (/ e�i(k1�k2)(x�x1)). 23



Figure 10: Projetions of spin density due to Fermi eletrons in perpendiular inidene from theleft eletrode, as a funtion of the distane from the interfae. Top panel: mx omponent of spindensity (solid line); the dashed lines are the envelopes of the urve. Middle panel: my omponentof spin density. Bottom panel: mz omponent of spin density due to initially majority (solid line)and minority (dotted line) spin projetion; the dashed lines are the mean values of the osillations.The applied bias voltage is Vb = 0:1 V. The vertial line on the right is the interfae between theleft eletrode and the tunnel barrier.Conerning mzL, it is omposed of one omponent proportional to e�2ik1(x�x1), one om-ponent proportional to e�2ik2(x�x1) and one onstant as a funtion of x. The two formers aredue to the interferene between waves having the same spin projetion but with oppositepropagation diretion while the latter is due to interferene between waves having the samespin projetion and the same propagation diretion.Fig. 10 displays the details of the spin density omponents mx, my et mz (desribed inEq. 32) in the left eletrode as a funtion of x, when Vb = 0:1 V. mx possesses a quiteomplex behavior with two periods of osillation (the dashed lines show the envelope of theurve), whereas my is redued to a single osillation (The osillation period k1+ k2 vanisheswhen summing the ontribution of majority and minority spins); mz osillates around meanvalues represented by horizontal dashed lines.24



Note that the onservative part of the out-of-plane torque (interlayer exhange ouplingat zero bias75,76) is only proportional to e�i(k1+k2)(x�x1). But at non zero bias, the dissipativepart of the out-of-plane torque is proportional to both e�i(k1+k2)(x�x1) and e�i(k1�k2)(x�x1).IV. OBSERVABLE PROPERTIESUp to now, in order to desribe the quantum origin of spin torque in MTJ, we fousedon Fermi eletrons and low bias voltage. To depit the observable properties of spin transfertorque in MTJ, we should take into aount all the eletrons from the left and the righteletrodes so as to inlude non-linear proesses.A. Angular dependeneFig. 11(a) shows the normalized in-plane and out-of-plane omponents, anormj and bnormj ,as a funtion of the angle � between the eletrodes magnetizations, at Vb = 0 and Vb = 0:1V. The normalized torques are de�ned as:T norm = T =T (90Æ) sin �It learly appears that both omponents are proportional to sin � (the deviation from sin �is smaller than 10�4). This dependene is strongly di�erent from what was predited inmetalli spin valves16,17,54 (see Fig. 11(b)) and has been attributed35 to the single-eletronnature of tunnelling.As a matter of fat, in metalli spin-valves, the spin aumulation, due to spin-dependentsattering at the interfaes, modi�es the potential pro�le seen by the eletrons. This e�etis due to the multi-eletrons nature of di�usive transport, sine the transport of one eletronspin is a�eted by the spin aumulation rising from the whole spin polarized urrent. Thisspin aumulation strongly in�uenes the angular dependene of the stak resistane andspin transfer torque17.On the ontrary, in magneti tunnel juntions, beause of the important height of thetunnel barrier (� 0:8 � 3:3 eV), all the potential drop ours inside the insulator and thespin aumulation (i.e. the feedbak of the urrent-indued longitudinal spin density on thespin urrent) is negligible. In this ase, the angular dependene of torque is determined bythe angular dependene of the transmission matrix, as disussed in Ref.35 and yields a sineshape. In the following, we will estimate the spin density for � = �=2.Note that, at zero bias, the out-of-plane torque is still non-zero, ontrary to in-planetorque. The onservative part of the out-of-plane torque (interlayer exhange oupling atzero bias) omes from the ontribution of eletrons loated under the Fermi level75,76. Atzero bias, the urrents from left and right eletrodes are equal, but the eletron propagationstill orresponds to the sheme shown in Fig. 7: the mixing between majority and minoritystates indues a transverse omponent in the spin density.25



Figure 11: (a) Angular dependene of normalized in-plane (solid line) and out-of-plane torque(dotted line) in a magneti tunnel juntion; (b) Angular dependene of normalized in-plane torquein a metalli spin-valve. From Ref.17.B. Deay length of spin densityAs disussed in setion IIC 2, spin transfer torque is estimated from the transverse om-ponent of the spin density. This spin density (or spin aumulation in di�usive systems)usually deays due to quantum interferenes or spin-dependent sattering, so that spin torqueis generally assumed to be an interfaial phenomenon.1. Ballisti interferenesIn the present model, no spin-di�usion is taken into aount and the Fermi surfae isassumed spherial. Fig. 12 displays the two omponents of transverse spin density as afuntion of the loation in the left eletrode. The interferene proess between polarizedeletrons yields a damped osillation of the in-plane omponent mx (giving rise to the out-of-plane torque) as presented in Fig. 12(a). We an distinguish two periods of osillationT1 = 2�=�k"F � k#F� and T2 = 2�=�k"F + k#F� whereas at zero bias, only T2 appears (seeinset of Fig. 12(a)). This an be easily understood by onsidering eletrons from left andright eletrodes. The transverse spin density in the left eletrode due to eletrons from theright eletrode is: m"+R = C"(V ) sin �e�i(k1�k2)(x�x1) (36)m#+R = C#(V ) sin �e�i(k1�k2)(x�x1) (37)where C";#(V ) are oe�ients depending on the juntion parameters and on the biasvoltage17. It is now possible to show that in the general expression of transverse spin densitym+ = mx + imy = m"+L +m#+L +m"+R +m#+Rthe terms proportional to e�i(k1�k2)(x�x1) vanish at zero bias due to the anellation of on-tribution of eletrons from the left and right reservoirs at zero bias voltage (A(0) +A�(0) =26



Figure 12: Total spin density as a funtion of the loation in the left eletrode: (a) In-plane spindensity - inset: In-plane spin density at zero bias voltage; (b) Out-of-plane spin density. Thesequantities are alulated at Vb = 0:1 V.C"(0) + C#(0)) so that m+ redues to terms proportional to e�i(k1+k2)(x�x1)68. Further-more, these last terms only give a real omponent sine, as disussed above, the majorityand minority omponents of my (giving rise to the in-plane torque) ompensate eah other.Consequently, at zero bias, only the onservative part of the out-of-plane torque (zero biasinterlayer exhange oupling) exists, due to the interferene between inident and re�etedeletrons with opposite spin projetion75,76. But when the bias voltage is non zero, the trans-port beomes asymmetri and the terms proportional to e�i(k1�k2)(x�x1) do not ompensateeah other anymore whih leads to two periods of osillations as shown in Fig. 12(a).In-plane omponent of spin transfer torque, proportional to my, exits only at non zerobias and possesses only one period of osillation T1 (see Fig. 12(b)). It is worthy to note thatthe transverse omponents of spin density is damped by 50% within the �rst nanometers,and that the amplitude of the out-of-plane torque is of the same order than the in-planetorque. This deay length is very large ompared to previous theoretial preditions15,54 andexperimental investigations on SV52. As a matter of fat, the ballisti assumption holds fordistane smaller than the mean free path (� 5 nm in Co). In realisti devies, spin di�usionproesses should inrease the deay of the transverse omponents of spin density.Finally, Fig. 13 shows the out-of-equilibrium longitudinal spin density �n de�ned as�n"(#) = n"(#)(Vb = 0:1)�n"(#)(Vb = 0). �n osillates and asymptotially reahes a non zerovalue. This means that when the bias voltage is turned on, a non equilibrium spin aumu-lation builds up. However, this e�etive spin aumulation is very small (�n"��n# � 10�727



Figure 13: Out-of-equilibrium longitudinal spin density throughout the magneti tunnel juntionfor majority (solid line) and minority (dotted line) eletron spin projetions. The bias voltage isVb = 0:1 V.eletron/atom) and annot in�uene spin urrent building. Therefore, negleting the role oflongitudinal spin aumulation (spin density) in MTJ is justi�ed.2. Spin sattering mehanismsIn real magneti tunnel juntions, one should take into aount spin-�ip proesses induedby spin-orbit oupling as well as hot eletrons-indued spin-waves emissions that our withinthe di�usive ferromagneti eletrodes. Spin-orbit indued spin-�ip sattering (Elliott-Yafetmehanism78,79) as well as spin-wave sattering80 lead to spin-di�usion length, lsf of 15-30nm in usual ferromagneti eletrodes81. This spin-�ip should inrease the spatial deay rateof the spin density by a fator of e�lsfx.Spin-�ip sattering by hot-eletrons indued spin wave is a spin-�ip mehanism thatspei�ally ours in magneti tunnel juntions37. In tunnel juntions, at non zero bias,spin-polarized eletrons from the left eletrode impinge to the right eletrode with an energyhigher than the loal Fermi energy: they are alled "hot eletrons". These hot eletronsrelax towards the Fermi level by inelasti sattering involving phonon and magnon emission.Following the Fermi Golden rule, this spin-waves emission inreases with temperature andenergy of the hot eletrons. Li et al.69 have shown that the spin-di�usion length due to thismehanism is written: lsf / JFEF=J2sdVb (38)where JF is the ferromagneti exhange onstant and EF the Fermi energy. The authors�nd a spin-di�usion length of about 0.5-2 nm for reasonable parameters. This demonstratesthe essential role of magnon emissions in magneti tunnel juntions.28



3. Real Fermi surfaesIn order to more aurately desribe spin-dependent transport throughout rystallinebarriers30,31 (in partiular MgO-based MTJs), the role of defaults in the barrier71, or inter-faial states e�ets, it is neessary to go beyond the free eletron model and onsider thereal band struture of the stak.First priniple studies of realisti Co/Cu interfaes82 (so, metalli spin-valves) showed thatthe mismath of the eletroni struture at the interfae for spin down eletrons stronglyredues the transverse omponent of spin density. As a matter of fat, the spin-dependenttransmission at the interfae beomes more omplex. In partiular, the eletron phasedistribution beomes broad and asymmetri15. This leads to a rapid interfaial deay of thetransverse spin aumulation in metalli spin-valves. In MTJ, the non spherial nature ofthe spin-dependent Fermi surfae30,63,71 should also dramatially alter the transverse spindensity. This ould explain the fat that the amplitude of spin torque in the free-eletronmodel we proposed is two orders of magnitude higher than in experiments.Heiliger et al.70 reently studied the spin transfer torque in Fe/MgO/Fe rystalline tunneljuntion. The authors showed that the interfaial spin density deay is even stronger in thistype of MTJ than in metalli spin-valves. This deay is attributed to the dominant ontri-bution of �1 eletrons for whih Fe behaves as a half-metal with respet to this symmetry.Spin transfer torque arising from the interferenes between majority (propagative states)and minority (evanesent states) eletrons, is loalized lose to the MgO/Fe interfae. Thispoint will be addressed in more details in setion V.C. Bias dependene1. Free eletron modelThe bias dependene of in-plane and out-of-plane torques in MTJ also presents strongdi�erenes with metalli spin-valves. We �rst alulate the total spin torque exerted on theleft eletrode. Following the de�nition of Ref.5 and Ref.65, the total torque is:�!T total = Z �1x1 �rJ sdx = J s(x1) (39)Fig. 14 displays the total out-of-plane (a) and in-plane (b) torques as a funtion of theapplied bias voltage, for di�erent values of the s-d exhange parameter Jsd. Consistentlywith Theodonis et al.65, the out-of-plane torque is quadrati whereas the in-plane torque isa ombination between linear and quadrati bias dependene.Finally, note that a hange of sign of spin transfer torque at high positive bias voltage isexpeted65. The in-plane torque hange of sign should be observed in MTJ with low enough29



Figure 14: Bias dependene of out-of-plane (a) and in-plane (b) torques for di�erent values of s-doupling: Jsd = 0:38 eV (open irles), Jsd = 0:76 eV (�lled irles), Jsd = 1:62 eV (open squares),Jsd = 2:29 eV (open triangles), Jsd = 2:97 eV (�lled squares). Top inset: Bias dependene ofSTT for Jsd = 1:62 eV; the solid line was alulated following the usual way and the symbols werealulated using Eq. 46.barrier height and high breakdown voltage (MgO seems a good andidate). Nevertheless,more tehnologial development are needed to fabriate suh juntions.However, Eq. 39 assumes that all the transverse spin density is relaxed within the freelayer. In other words, the initially misaligned inident eletron spin eventually aligns on theloal magnetization within the free layer. This assumption seems to be valid, regarding theprevious disussions. Nevertheless, onsidering weak spin-di�usion proesses as well as non-half metalli juntions (i.e. not like Fe/MgO/Fe), one may assume that the eletron spin isnot fully aligned on the loal magnetization when leaving the free layer. This assumptionmay be valid in magneti semiondutor-based tunnel juntions, where the spin-di�usionlength is very large83. Fig. 15 displays the bias dependene of out-of-plane and in-planetorques for di�erent integration depths t (namely, di�erent layer thiknesses):�!T partial = Z x1�tx1 �rJ sdx = J s(x1)� J s(x1 � t) (40)The bias dependene an hange drastially and the out-of-plane torque an even hange itssign (note that the in-plane torque keeps its general shape). These dependenies are stronglya�eted by the tunnel barrier harateristis and one should be areful in the analysis ofbias dependene. 30



Figure 15: Bias dependene of out-of-plane (a) and in-plane (b) torques for Jsd = 1:62 eV anddi�erent values integration depth: t = 0 Å(open squares), t = 4 Å(�lled triangles), t = 10 Å(�lledirles), t =1 Å(open irles).
Figure 16: Shematis of the iruit model proposed by Slonzewski35,54.2. Ciruit theorySlonzewski35 proposed a iruit model to desribe magneti tunnel juntions in thegeneral ase, without restrition of the band struture of the eletrodes and of the barrier.Fig. 16 shows the shematis of this model. Theodonis et al.65 have demonstrated that thismodel reprodues well the bias dependene of the in-plane torque. If one onsiders the twopure spin states in the quanti�ation axis of the left eletrode j ">L and j #>L, they an be31



deomposed on the eigenstates of the right eletrode in the following manner:j ">L= os �2 j ">R +sin �2 j #>R (41)j #>L= � sin �2 j ">R +os �2 j #>R (42)where � is the angle between the magnetizations of the eletrodes. Then, the probabilityfor an eletron spin � in the left eletrode to be observed in a spin projetion �0 in theright eletrode is P��0 = j < �j�0 > j2. The assoiated resistanes indiated on Fig. 16 areinversely proportional to this probability, thus leading to:R��(�) = R�(0) os�2 �2 (43)R���(�) = R�(�) sin�2 �2 (44)Using the expression of in-plane spin transfer torque derived by Slonzewski35:aj = ~(J"L � J#L + (J#R � J"R) os �)=2e sin � (45)where JL(R)� is the urrent density of the spin projetion � in L(R) eletrode, we then �nd:aj = J sAP � J sP2 (46)where J sAP (P ) are the interfaial spin urrent densities when the magnetizations are in an-tiparallel (parallel) on�guration. Theodonis et al.65 laimed that this relation is independentof the eletroni struture or of the adopted desription (free eletron, tight-binding...). Asa matter of fat, the insert of Fig. 14 shows the STT alulated using Eq. 39 (solid line) andusing Eq. 46 (symbols), whih are in very good agreement. From Brinkman's model84, theauthors demonstrated that the omponent Tjj is the superposition of a linear ontributionJ sP and a quadrati ontribution J sAP as a funtion of the bias voltage.As a matter of fat, Brinkman et al.84 have showed, from a free eletron model, that theurrent density �owing aross a non magneti tunnel juntion whose barrier is asymmetriand submitted to a bias V may be desribed by:J(V ) = f1(��)V � f2(��)��V 2 +O(V 3) (47)�� = (�l + �r)=2 (48)�� = �l ��r (49)where �l and �r are the barrier height at the left and right interfaes, measured fromthe bottom of the ondution band. f1 and f2 are determined in Ref.84. In the ase of amagneti tunnel juntion, Eq. 47 apply to eah spin projetion. When the magnetizationsare parallel, the MTJ behaves like a symmetri tunnel juntion for eah spin projetion and��" 6= ��#, ��" = ��# = 0. On the ontrary, if the eletrode magnetizations are antiparallel,32



the MTJ behaves like a asymmetri tunnel juntion for eah spin projetion and ��" = ��#,��" = ���#. The spin density is then:J sP = (f1(��")� f1(��#))V +O(V 3) (50)J sAP = �2f2(��)V 2 +O(V 3) (51)By this way, Theodonis et al.65 demonstrated that the general form of the Slonzewski termis aj = a1V + a2V 2 + O(V 3). The balane between the two bias dependenies, quadratiand linear, may be modi�ed by varying Jsd.Note that the iruit model annot desribe the seond omponent bj of the spin transfer,sine it makes two restritive assumptions: i) during the transport, the eletron spin remainsin the magnetization plane (� = 0 - see Fig. 9) and ii) the spin urrent is ompletely absorbedat the interfae (no preession is taken into aount, sine the eletron spin is instantaneouslyreoriented along the loal magnetization). These two hypothesis ignore the e�ets whih giverise to the out-of-plane torque35.3. Asymmetri juntionWilzynski et al.67 reently showed that the bias dependene of the torque is stronglya�eted by the symmetry of the juntion. Considering two di�erent ferromagneti eletrodes(di�erent thikness or di�erent s-d exhange oupling), the authors show that the bias de-pendene may be very di�erent from the usual paraboli and seond order bias dependenedepited in Fig. 14.Slonzewski et al.62 reently proposed a study of the in�uene of elasti and inelastitunnelling in the spin transfer torque harateristis. This disussion is restrited to thein-plane torque and the out-of-plane omponent is predited to be in the seond order ofbias voltage.4. Role of magnons emissionsMagnons emission are also expeted to play an important role in spin-dependent tun-nelling transport. As a matter of fat, Zhang et al.37 proposed that impinging eletronswith energy higher than the Fermi level an emit spin waves by �ipping their spin nearthe MTJ interfae, leading to TMR drop as a funtion of the applied bias voltage. Levyand Fert42 reently suggested that the partial depolarization of spin-urrent by spin-wavesemission may give rise to a torque on the loal magnetization, and onsequently signi�antlyontribute to spin transfer torque. We give here a summary of the piture proposed in Ref.42.The authors onsidered a system similar to Slonzewski's53 where the barrier is retangu-lar and submitted to low bias voltage. In this ase, we saw that only in-plane spin transfer33



torque appears (see Eq. 18). The authors showed that in the ase of spin-waves emission,the in-plane torque possesses four soures:Tjj = (T elas + T int + T bulktrans + T bulklong)M� (M� P ) (52)where the four terms stand for the elasti torque (usual in-plane torque), the emissionof interfaial magnons and the emission of bulk magnons ating on the transversal andlongitudinal omponent of the loal magnetization.a. Interfaial magnons Magnons in general an only be exited by eletrons whoseenergy is higher than the Fermi level and, their energy is ~!l(r)q < eV . This leads to theformulation of the torque due to interfaial magnons exitations, exerted on the left layer:T intl / jtij2 sin �V 2f�rN ilPr +N ir(Pl os � + F (�))gwhere N il(r) are the numbers of spins per unit area at the interfae (in the left and righteletrodes, respetively),Pl(r) are the interfaial spin polarizations, �l(r) are oe�ients whihinlude material parameters and F (�) is a funtion of � that we do not de�ne here (see Ref.42).This form is omplex and shows quadrati dependene as a funtion of the bias voltage.Furthermore, the authors found that the torques indued by interfaial magnon emission,applied to left and right eletrode, are in opposite diretion (favors parallel alignment of theleft magnetization and antiparallel alignment of the right magnetization).T intr = �T intl (l ! r) (53)To understand this e�et, Levy and Fert42 give the following argument. The elasti spinurrent polarization arises from the weighted ontribution of both left and right magnetieletrodes.For the eletrode at the higher eletrohemial potential, left eletrode here, the authorsfound that the magnon emitted in this eletrode auses the polarization to shift toward thepolarization of the right eletrode, whih e�etively is in the same diretion than elastitorque.However, for the eletrode with the lower eletrohemial potential, right eletrode here,this reorientation of the polarization redues the e�et of the elasti term, reating anadditive torque in the opposite diretion.b. Bulk magnons Considering the eletrons whih kept their spin lose to the interfae,one has to distinguish between two behaviors. Some of these eletrons are sattered withspin-�ip in the bulk magneti lead whereas others are sattered without spin-�ip. The spin-�ip sattered eletrons ontribute to a transverse omponent of the spin urrent. This leadsto the torques due to bulk magnon emission, exerted on the left and right eletrodes:T bulk transl / V 3=2jtbj2 sin �N br [Pl os � + F 0(�)℄ (54)T bulk transr / V 3=2jtbmj2 sin �N br (55)34



where N bl(r) are the numbers of spins per unit volume. The eletrons sattered withoutspin �ip also ontributes to the torque, by a�eting the longitudinal omponent of the spinurrent. When inoming in the right eletrode, they do not ontribute to the torque on thiseletrode, but this redution of the longitudinal part of the spin urrent ontributes to atorque on the left magneti lead.T bulk longl / V 3=2jtbmj2 sin � os �N br (56)T bulk longr = 0 (57)This study suggests that the torque due to magnon emission by hot eletrons arises from4 di�erent mehanisms, and has a self-onsistent form. The authors used this theory toexplain the data gathered by Fuhs et al.39 (see setion IIA 2). We stress out that thismodel is restrited to low bias voltage and the authors point out that other fators mayin�uene spin torque properties suh as the energy dependene of the interfaial density ofstates, whih was onsidered in Theodonis et al.65, Wilzynski et al.67 and Manhon et al.68theories.D. Reent experimental investigationsAs disussed in setion II, a number of experiments have been arried out in order todetermine the harateristis of sin transfer torques in magneti tunnel juntions. Earlyexperimental studies by Fuhs et al.85 demonstrated a linear variation of in-plane torqueas a funtion of the applied bias voltage. However, no determination of the out-of-planeomponent was reported until the publiation of very reent experiments.These experiments are of two types. The �rst ones use radio-frequeny tehniques, ad-dressing FMR or magneti noise under spin torque, while the seond ones use the quasistatistability phase diagrams to desribe spin torque properties.1. Radio-frequeny signature of spin torqueThe spin-diode e�et studied by Tulapurkar et al.43 was �rstly explained using a linearbias dependene for the two terms of spin torque, aj and bj, onsistently with the �rststudy of Petit et al.49 onerning the in�uene of spin torque in thermally ativated FMRexitations. Although this interpretation has now been questioned by reent experiments,these studied demonstrated the neessity to take into aount an out-of-plane omponent ofthe torque in order to interpret the experimental results.The very reent studies of Sankey et al.46 and Kubota et al.44 onstitute a breakthroughin the experimental determination of spin torque sine the authors were able to reonstrutthe bias dependene of both torque omponents by �tting the experimental results (notethat Sankey et al.46 give the "torkane"62 bias dependene).35



Both studies prove a quadrati bias dependene of the bj term as well as a seond orderpolynomial dependene of aj (see Fig. 17), on�rming the reent theories on spin torque inMTJ62,65,68. Furthermore, both torques are found to be of the same order of magnitude.
Figure 17: Bias dependene of torkane for the in-plane and out-of-plane torques. From Ref.46.The determination of the bias dependene of the out-of-plane omponent is very trikysine this torque only indues a small shift in the resonane peaks of the measured signals.Furthermore, the treatment of temperature issues (temperature dependene of the signal,thermal ativation, Joule e�ets, Peltier e�ets and "thermal spin transfer torque"86) as wellas de-embedding proedure must be properly undertaken.2. Thermally ativated phase diagramsVery reent experiments, not yet published, have proposed to study the thermally a-tivated phase diagrams of magneti tunnel juntions in order to desribe the spin transfertorque bias dependene. Suh phase diagram shows the stable magneti state of the freelayer of a spin-valve devie, as a funtion of both the applied �eld and the injeted urrent.A �rst experiment was performed by Li et al.69 in order to get the bias dependene oftorques from the bias dependene of the ritial swithing �elds of the free layer of a MgO-based MTJ. The authors used short bias voltage pulses to inrease the maximumbias voltageabove the quasistati breakdown voltage without damaging the juntion. They sueeded indesribing the in-plane and out-of-plane torques, laiming a linear bias dependene for the�rst and a mostly quadrati dependene for the seond one. However, ontrary to previousresults, the authors give a bias dependene of the form bj / V J , where J is the urrentdensity �owing through the juntion.Manhon et al.87 used a slightly di�erent tehnique, without short pulses and sueededto draw a omplete phase diagram in two di�erent magneti on�gurations: (a) when theexternal �eld is applied along the easy axis of the free layer and (b) when the external �eld36



Figure 18: Stati phase diagrams of magneti tunnel juntion with longitudinal (a) [Sample A℄ andtransverse applied �eld (b) [Sample B℄. The red irles show the magneti exitation regions. Theolor ode refers to the resistane of the stak
Figure 19: Analytial �ts of the ritial lines (symbol) of longitudinal (a) and transverse (b) statiphase diagrams, with bj = 0 (blak), bj = b2V 2 (blue) and bj = b2V (red).is applied along the hard axis of the free layer. These diagrams are given in Fig. 18, for twodi�erent samples (A and B).Assuming, in a �rst approximation, that the in-plane torque is linear as a funtion ofbias voltage, several �ts of the thermally ativated phase diagrams were performed, usingthe theory of thermal ativation developed by Koh et al.88,89,90. Fig. 19 shows the three �tsthe authors obtained, assuming bj = 0 (blak), bj = b2V 2 (blue) and bj = b2V (red), whereb2 is a �tting parameter.Assuming a quadrati bias dependene of the out-of-plane torque term introdues ansigni�ant asymmetry in both longitudinal and transverse stability diagrams that is notobserved experimentally. Furthermore, although no signi�ant di�erene appears in thetransverse stability diagram when assuming bj = 0 or bj = b2V (blak and red urves in Fig.19(b)), the best �t of the longitudinal diagram is learly obtained when bj is linear. Thisindiates that in our samples, bj should be an odd funtion of the applied bias V , ontraryto Sankey et al.46 and Kubota et al.44. 37



This linear bias dependene is in ontradition with the reent published theories65,68prediting a quadrati bias dependene of the out-of-plane torque. These theories assumeamorphous tunnel barrier, low bias voltage, semi-in�nite free layer thikness and zero tem-perature whereas we performed our measurements on MTJs omprising rystalline MgObarrier at room temperature. Consequently, the di�erenes between our experiments andthese theories may be asribed to the rystalline nature of the MgO barrier as well as otherontributions suh as spin-waves emissions that have not been onsidered in the alulationsdespite their strong in�uene on the spin torque bias dependene42.The di�erene with the reent RF measurements44,46 are more di�ult to interpret. It maybe attributed to the interplay between thermal e�ets and urrent-indued magnetizationdynamis. Note that the results obtained by RF measurements strongly depend on thesamples quality91 and may present a linear bj term.These experiments are of great interest beause of its relative simpliity. However, furtherexperimental improvements are needed in order to inrease the reproduibility and aurayof the measurements and be able to measure both longitudinal and transverse phase diagramon the same sample without breakdown.V. FROM WEAK FERROMAGNETIC TO HALF-METALLIC TUNNEL JUNC-TIONSTo onlude this hapter, we studied the dependene of the in-plane and out-of-planetorque as a funtion s-d exhange oupling Jsd, and in partiular, the rossover betweenferromagneti and half-metalli tunnel juntions. As a matter of fat, as previously stated,Heiliger et al.70 suggested that a rystalline MgO-based tunnel juntion may be approxi-mated by a half-metalli tunnel juntion, when onsidering the dominant ontribution of �1symmetry.The Fermi energy is kept onstant, whereas the energy of the bottom of the minorityeletrons ondution band �# is modi�ed, as indiated in Fig. 20. This energy is de�nedfrom the Fermi energy as: �# = EF � E# = �~2k#2F2m (58)where E# is the absolute energy of the bottom of the ondution band. When �# is loseto �", k"F � k#F , the metalli eletrodes loose their ferromagneti nature. For �# � 0, theFermi wavevetor for minority eletrons beomes smaller and the urrent polarization isstrongly enhaned. In this ase, we expet an important spin transfer torque. When �# > 0,k#F beomes imaginary and the eletrodes behave like a tunnel barrier for minority spins.Inreasing �# inreases the evanesent deay of minority wave funtions in the eletrodes.Then, the produt < 	�"	# > still exists so that spin torque is non zero and dereaseexponentially from the interfae. 38



Figure 20: In-plane (solid line) and out-of-plane (dotted line) torques as a funtion of s-d exhangeoupling. The vertial line shows the limit between ferromagneti (weak ferromagneti -WFM- andstrong ferromagneti -SFM-) regime and half-metalli regime.Fig. 20 shows the amplitude of in-plane and out-of-plane torques in the three di�erentregimes: weak ferromagneti eletrodes (WFM), strong ferromagneti eletrodes (SFM) andhalf-metalli eletrodes (HM). As expeted, in ferromagneti regime, in-plane and out-of-plane torques inrease until �# = 0 (vertial line). When �# beomes positive, the bottom ofthe ondution band of minority eletrons lies above the Fermi level: no minority eletronsan propagate beause only evanesent states exist near the interfaes for this spin projetion.However, in-plane and out-of-plane torques do not vanish but reah a plateau whih slowlydereases to zero when inreasing Jsd (not shown).To understand this behavior, we alulated the spatial dependene of the transverse spindensity in the free layer. Fig. 21 shows the transverse spin density in a usual ferromagnet,�# = �1:37 eV (whih orresponds to Jsd = 1:62 eV), as a funtion of the distane from theinterfae with the barrier in the left eletrode. The osillation possesses the same harater-istis than disussed above and we observe that the transverse spin density is damped farfrom the interfae. When dereasing �#, the interfaial spin density inreases, due to strongspin �ltering at the interfae (strong spin-dependent seletion), as shown on Fig. 22.But when �# hanges sign, only majority eletrons an propagate and the transverse spindensity beomes:m"x = 16q1q2 sin � <f(k3 � k4) e�i(k1+k2)(x�x1) � r�"1 ei(k1�k2)(x�x1)den !g (59)m"y = �16q1q2 sin � =f(k3 � k4) e�i(k1+k2)(x�x1) � r�"1 ei(k1�k2)(x�x1)den !g (60)39



Figure 21: Transverse spin density (blak line) as a funtion of the penetration depth from thebarrier within the left ferromagneti eletrode in a usual ferromagneti regime. We set �# = �1:37eV and Vb = 0:1 V.where q1;2 are the barrier wave vetors at the left and right interfae respetively, k1;2(k3;4)are the eletron wave vetors in the left (right) eletrode for majority and minority spins,respetively, and den is a oe�ient whih depends on the juntion parameters. ConsideringFermi eletrons at perpendiular inidene, very small bias voltage (eV � 0) and imaginaryminority eletron spin wave vetor, k2(4) = ik, we obtain straightforwardly:m"x = 16q1q2ek(x�x1) sin � <f(k3 � ik) e�ik1(x�x1) � r�"1 eik1(x�x1)den !g (61)m"y = �16q1q2ek(x�x1) sin � =f(k3 � ik) e�ik1(x�x1) � r�"1 eik1(x�x1)den !g (62)The transverse spin density is a produt between osillating funtion of k1 and exponentiallydeaying funtion of k. Fig. 23 shows the spatial evolution of the transverse spin densityin the ase of a half-metalli tunnel juntion. All the osillations are damped very quiklyso that the only important ontribution to torque omes from the interfae. Contrary tousual MTJ (where both bulk averaging due to spatial interferenes and interfaial spinreorientation ontribute to spin torque), in a strong half-metalli tunnel juntion all thetorque omes from spin reorientation due to spin-dependent re�etion. In this last ase,the ontribution of the spatial averaging between all impinging eletrons (�-summation) isredued ompared to interfaial spin transfer.The interesting point is that half-metalli tunnel juntions may reprodue the generalproperties of MgO-based tunnel juntions. Most of the previous harateristis disussed40



Figure 22: Transverse spin density (blak line) as a funtion of the penetration depth from thebarrier within the left ferromagneti eletrode in a strong ferromagneti regime. We set �# = �0:38eV and Vb = 0:1 V.earlier (quantum desription as well as observable harateristis) are then valid in this typeof juntions. This explains why simple single band per spin models, like the one proposedby Theodonis et al.65 for simple ubi rystal struture, or Manhon et al.68, assumingamorphous tunnel barrier, applies to experimental results obtained in rystalline MgO-basedMTJ. Note however that this agreement holds for thik enough MgO barriers and that thequality of the tunnel juntion should strongly a�et the half-metalli harateristi. Othersymmetry hannels may then ontribute to the transport, like resonant interfaial states forexample71,77.Kubota et al.92 reently studied the dependene of the ritial swithing urrent densityon the thikness of the free layer in a MgO-based MTJ. The authors found that the ritialurrent density was roughly proportional to the free layer thikness. This indiates that thetransverse spin urrent is ompletely absorbed within the free layer, and that onsequentlythe spin transfer torque seems to take plae lose to the interfae between the insulator andthe ferromagneti eletrode, onsistently with the above disussion.VI. CONCLUSIONAs stated in the introdution, sine its �rst predition53 and observation26,27, spin transfertorque in tunnel juntions was expeted to present strong di�erenes ompared to spintorques in metalli spin valves. The single-eletron nature of the tunnelling transport, thespei� spin-seletion indued by the tunnel barrier, as well as the non linearity of the41



Figure 23: Transverse spin density (blak line) as a funtion of the penetration depth from thebarrier within the left ferromagneti eletrode in half-metalli regime. We set �# = 19 eV andVb = 0:1 V.tunnelling proess itself were expeted to strongly a�et the observable properties of spintransfer torque.The smaller role of spin aumulation is also of great importane sine the angular depen-dene of spin torque oe�ient aj and bj are unusually small in MTJs. Another harateristiis the signi�ant amplitude of the out-of-plane omponent of spin transfer torque, arisingfrom the spin-seletion ourring at the tunnel barrier.Most interesting, reent experiments based on RF tehniques or (quasi-)stati measure-ments have revealed signi�ant non linearities in the spin torque bias dependene, due tothe non-linearity of the tunnelling transport. The most striking element is that these ex-periments seem to agree with tight-biding or free-eletron models, i.e. models making verysimplisti and restritive assumptions on the energy dependene of the interfaial densities ofstates and on the barrier shape. Although it has been widely shown that MgO-based tunneljuntions possess a omplex eletroni band struture, these experiments are onvenientlyreprodued by paraboli or bell-like band struture. This surprising simpliity may be at-tributed, as proposed in setion V, by the dominant ontribution of �1 symmetry eletrons,at low bias and not-too-thin barrier width.However, more auray is needed both in the theories and experiments in order to betterdesribe these spei�ities. Juntions asymmetries, inelasti sattering or impurities havebeen shown to deeply modify the spin torque properties in MTJs. Hot-eletrons spin-wavesemission is also known to be of great importane in MTJs, leading to the so-alled "zero-biasanomaly". This emission is also expeted to signi�antly a�et the bias dependene of spin42



transfer torque.We stressed out the simpliity of the models that have been proposed up to now todesribe spin torques in MTJs. Realisti band struture alulations should enrih ourknowledge of spin torque origins, espeially by modifying the spin-�ltering mehanism andthe interferene proess between the majority and minority eletrons. The ballisti assump-tion, namely negleting all spin-�ip sattering, limits the investigation to aademi systems.Taking spin-orbit oupling into aount would be of great interest to quantitatively simulatereal magneti devies.Finally, nothing have been said in this hapter about the time-domain investigations ofmagnetization dynamis in MTJs. Preliminary experimental studies were arried out byDevolder et al.93 that show interesting magneti behaviors not observed in metalli spin-valves until now.As we tried to show in this hapter, although quite inomplete, the reent researh onspin transfer in MTJs has already revealed rih and exiting issues that only wait for furthertheoretial and experimental e�orts.
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